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Scanning and Animating Characters Dressed in Multiple-layer Garments

Pengpeng Hu · Taku Komura · Daniel Holden · Yueqi Zhong

Fig.1 Snapshots of a character model fully-dressed in multiple-layers of garments. The multi-layer garment model is synthesized from 3D scan data, and a motion capture data is imported to control the character. The animated garment is a result of blending the motions computed by physically-based animation and linear blend skinning.

Abstract Despite the development of user-friendly interfaces for modeling garments and putting them onto characters, preparing a character dressed in multiple layers of garments can be very time-consuming and tedious. In this paper, we propose a novel scanning-based solution for modelling and animating characters wearing multiple layers of clothes. This is achieved by making use of real clothes and human bodies. We first scan the naked body of a subject by an RGBD camera, and a statistical body model is fit to the scanned data. This results in a skinned articulated model of the subject. The subject is then asked to put on one piece of garment after another, and the articulated body model dressed up to the previous step is fit to the newly scanned data. The new garment is segmented in a semi-automatic fashion and added as an additional layer to the multi-layer garment model. During runtime, the skinned character is controlled based on the motion capture data and the multi-layer garment model is controlled by blending the movements computed by physical simulation and linear blend skinning, such that the cloth preserves its shape while it shows realistic physical motion. We present results where the character is wearing multiple layers of garments including a shirt, coat and a skirt. Our framework can be useful for preparing and animating dressed characters for computer games and films.

Keywords Cloth animation, 3D scanning

1 Introduction

There is a rising demand for realistic dressed characters in films and computer games. Due to the rising computational power and the development of cloth simulation techniques [Sofien et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2016], garments of thousands of vertices can be animated by physical simulation in real-time. The realistic movements of clothes can greatly attract the audience of films and the game players.

Despite such progress on the simulation side there is a bottleneck on the modelling side. Currently, such garment models need to be designed by the animators, which can be very time-consuming when the right template is not prepared in advance. Another issue is to putting such clothes onto the characters, which can be extremely tedious and time-consuming despite the development of easy-to-use user interfaces [Nobuyuki et al. 2011, Igarashi and Hughes 2006].

Another bottleneck is the multi-layer configuration of garments. As characters usually wear clothes on top of another, animating them in a realistic fashion is important for improving the impression of the audience. On the contrary, preparing such configurations can be again extremely time-consuming as the dressing process needs to be repeated many times. Also, the simulation process will become very slow due to the intense contacts and collisions.

In this paper, we propose a novel scanning-based solution for modelling and animating characters dressed in multiple layers of clothes. We make use of real human bodies and clothes for this purpose. We first scan the naked body by an RGBD camera, and a statistical body model is fit to the scanned data. This results in a skinned articulated model of the subject. The subject is then asked to put on one piece of garment after another, and the body model dressed up to the previous step is fit to the newly scanned data. The new dress is segmented out in a semi-automatic fashion and added as a layer to the multi-layer garment model.
During runtime, using the character dressed in multiple layers of clothes, we can realistically animate the clothes by blending the deformation of the clothes by linear blend skinning and physical simulation. This approach is beneficial as the shape of the cloth can be preserved in a natural fashion while physical movements of the skirt and the coat can be simulated.

Our pipeline can be useful for preparing dressed characters such as those for computer games and films. To our best knowledge, this is the first paper to animate multiple-layer cloth based on 3D scan.

Our main contributions are:

- A novel framework to reconstruct multiple-layer garments from 3D scanned data.
- A method to create new plausible multiple-layer cloth animation by blending physically-based and linear blending skinning.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first review techniques for scanning the 3D static body, and next about performance capture techniques, which scan and track the dynamic movements of the subjects. Then, we discuss techniques to animate dressed 3D characters, and finally about graphical user interfaces for dressing characters.

2.1 3D Body Scanning

Acquiring 3D geometric models from real world objects is a topic that has been extensively explored, amongst which the 3D shape reconstruction of human subjects is of specific interests in computer graphics and apparel design. Scanning devices based on structured light [Rocchini et al. 2001] or laser scanners [Istook et al. 2001] can capture the human body in high resolution. Although such devices used to be expensive, consumer-level depth cameras are becoming widely amiable. The Kinect camera [Zhang 2012; Han et al. 2013] is one of such depth cameras that is recently used for full-body scans. For example, the work by Tong et al. [2012] uses three Kinect devices and a turntable to scan the body from all directions. The work by Zeng et al. [2013] uses two Kinect cameras in the form of the self-turning subject. More work has been done by only one Kinect sensor [Izadi et al. 2011; Cui et al. 2012]. To rapidly scan the human body, multiple depth cameras are fixed from various views, and the 3D model is obtained by calibrating these fixed depth cameras to align the data precisely [Alexiadis et al. 2013]. All these works capture the static geometry of human subjects. They can be rigged to skeletons to be animated as virtual character [Baran et al. 2007, Feng et al. 2015]. This topic is further covered in Section 2.3.

The bodies reconstructed by these methods only have the outmost surface. We focus on reconstructing a multiple-layer garment model, which can later be animated.

2.2 Animating Characters by Performance Capture

Performance capture is a technique to scan and track the dynamic movements of subjects usually by multi-view stereo. It enables the reconstruction of detailed motion and time-varying geometry of humans. Wu et al. [2013] track the surface of the subjects using multiple cameras and fit template models to them. One issue with the performance capture is in the limited resolution, thus fail to detect fast, high-resolution movements. Vlasic et al. [2009] use a large setup with 120 light sources and 8 cameras to obtain high resolution and merge the surfaces captured from different directions. Stoll et al. [2010] fit a statistical model to the dressed body and detect the wavy cloth regions, and then improve the animation of such areas using physical simulation. The setup for performance capture is rather expensive, and a specialized environment is usually needed. Therefore we propose a setup to extract garments from static scans and apply physical simulation to animate the garments.

2.3 Animating Dressed Virtual Humans

Dressed virtual humans became abundant in 3D games, virtual reality applications, and movies. A simple way to animate clothes is to apply linear blend skinning. The work by Oh et al. [2005] presents a technique for computing the skinning weights for the cloth vertices. They show the method is applicable even for clothes like skirts, where the topology is very different from the body shape. Xu et al. [2014] propose a data-driven approach where the blending weights are learned from the example poses. Such an approach can deform the cloth in a more realistic fashion for a wide range of poses. Unfortunately, linear blend skinning has issues animating highly dynamic clothes. For the case of skirts, the results will appear non-plausible when there is large deformation due to the wind or acceleration/deceleration.

Another topic that has been explored in the animation community is garment transfer. In works proposed by [Cordier et al. 2002, Cordier et al. 2003], the garments worn on a 3D body model are automatically resized according to the geometry of the body size. They first attach the cloth mesh to the body surface by defining attachment area between the garment mesh and the skin surface. Brouet et al. [2012] similarly transfer dresses to
Our goal is to animate characters with fully-dressed multiple-layer garments created from body scans. We start by capturing the naked and dressed bodies (see Section 4). Then, a statistical human body model based on the Japanese body database is used to automatically produce a rig body model of the subject, in a way similar to the work of [Feng et al. 2015] (see Section 5). Next we segment the clothes from the scans and construct a multi-layer garment model worn by the subject character. This is done by applying constrained articulated-ICP to fit the body model with one less dress to the next scan, such that the body model is under the skin of the scan (see Section 6.1). Once aligned, the geometry of the next dress is segmented in a semi-automatic manner (see Section 6.2, 3), and added as an additional layer of garment to the dressed model. During runtime, the physically animated cloth and the configuration by linear blend skinning are blended together to generate plausible cloth movements (see Section 7).

4 Scanning the Body

We scan and capture the body surface of a subject by Kinect Fusion [Izadi et al. 2011]. The subject stands on a turn table in an A-pose and the body is rotated in front of the camera for 30 seconds. Kinect V2 is chosen in our work as it has a higher depth resolution. Once the data is captured, it is decimated, de-noised, and smoothed to reduce the cost of the following procedures (see Fig 3).

Starting from the naked body, the subject is asked to put on one garment at a time and each time the body is scanned as described above (see Fig 2.a). These scanned models are further analyzed to reconstruct a dressed character with multiple-layers of garments. More details are explained in the following sections.
5 Automatic Rigging

In this section, we describe the process to fit a statistical body model into the scanned naked body and rigging it with a skeleton model. We apply the Japanese statistical body model developed from the AIST/HQL Anthropometric Database by Yamazaki et al. [2013].

5.1 Construction of the Statistical Body Model

A morphable human model is constructed from the Japanese body database [Yamazaki et al. 2013]; using a rigged template mesh and a set of 3D human models in different sizes in A-pose, we define a PCA-based statistical body model.

The template mesh is defined by $X = \{V, T, J\}$ where $V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\}$ are the vertices, $T = \{t_1, \ldots, t_m\}$ are the triangles and $J = \{j_1, \ldots, j_l\}$ are the joints of the body. A set of skin weights $w(v_i) = \{w_1(v_i), \ldots, w_M(v_i)\}$ are defined for each vertex $v_i$ in $X$ which are used for linear blend skinning for changing the pose of the template mesh. The joint centers are also predicted manually by inserting a skeleton using existing modelling software. This needs to be done only once for the template model.

The template mesh is fit to the point cloud data of different body scans by non-rigid registration [Yamazaki et al. 2013]. As a result, different body models with the same mesh topology can be obtained, which we can use for building the statistical body model. During this process, we can also transfer parameters such as the joint centers and the skin weights. For the joint centers, they are transferred using mean value coordinates (MVC) [Ju et al. 2005]. The assumption is that the MVC of the joint positions are consistent among different body models in the database in A-pose. Using the MVC of each joint $j_i$, $i = 1 \ldots J$ in the rigged template mesh, the joint position can be computed by

$$j_i = \sum_j m^x(v_j)v_j$$

where $m^x(v_j)$ is the mean-value coordinates of $j_i$ for joint $v_j$. Thus as the shape parameters change, we can use vertex positions $v_i$ from the newly reconstructed body shape $V$ to infer the new joint locations. Examples of applying this approach for predicting the joint positions of different character models are shown in Fig. 4. We can use the same skin weights from the template mesh after the fitting, as the topology of the mesh remains the same.

Finally, a statistical PCA body model $S_k(\beta)$ is constructed:

$$S_k(\beta) = \text{mean} + \sum_{i=1}^{l} \beta_i \mu_i$$

where $\beta_i$ is the coefficient of the PCA basis $\mu_i$ computed from the Japanese body database, and $k = 15$ in our experiments. Using this model, arbitrary body shapes can be constructed by adjusting the coefficients $\beta$ (see Fig. 5). Ahead of computing the statistical body model, the poses of each body model are slightly adjusted using linear blend skinning, such that the joint angles are all the same for each body model.

5.2 Fitting the Statistical Body Model to the Body Scans

We now fit the statistical body model to the newly scanned subject using the method described in Section 4, by simultaneously predicting the low dimensional body parameters $\beta$ and the joint angles $\theta$. Using linear blend skinning, we can now deform the shape of the morphable body model by changing the joint angles $\theta$:

$$D(\theta, v_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} w^i(v_i)R_i(\theta)v_i$$

where $R_i(\theta)$ is the global bone transformation of joint $j_i$ computed using the skeletal hierarchy and the joint angles $\theta$. As $v_i$ is a function of $\beta$ of the statistical body model (see Eq.2), we can define a morphable body model $M(\theta, \beta)$ to denote a morphable model that represents the 3D human geometry of different body shapes in different poses.

Finally, we fit the model $M(\theta, \beta)$ to the scanned naked body $Y$. The fitting is done by optimizing $\theta$ and $\beta$ such that $M$ becomes an approximation for $Y$. The following optimization problem is solved for this purpose:

$$\arg \min_{\theta, \beta} \sum ||M(\theta, \beta) - Y||$$

As the topology of the newly scanned body is not the same as the template model, we need to compute the blending weights for its vertices. To compute the skin blending weights $w(z_i)$ for the scanned naked body, we project each vertex $z_i$ onto the closest triangle of $M$ and use barycentric coordinates to interpolate the skin weights. Hence, the scanned naked body can be automatically rigged.
6. Reconstructing a Multiple-layer Garment Model

The procedure to construct a multi-layer garment model can be divided into the following three steps: fitting the character model to the scanned body with one more dress (see Section 6.1), extracting the additional dress from the scanned data (see Section 6.2) and overlapping the extracted cloth model with one another to construct the multilayer cloth model (see Section 6.3).

There are two main challenges here:

- Making sure that the body is within the dress and it does not penetrate the clothes, despite non-rigid deformations of the clothes as well as the body (breathing slightly deforms the torso).
- The hem of extracted cloth from dressed body should be complete and smooth.

We also describe how we cope with these issues in the rest of this section.

6.1 Fitting a Naked Body under a Dressed Model

Articulated-ICP [Tagliasacchi et al. 2015] is used to change the pose of a source articulated mesh to the pose of a target articulated mesh. As the character model is rigged with the skeleton, we can optimize its posture to fit the scanned data, by solving the following problem:

\[
\arg \min_\theta \sum \|N(\theta) - M_p\|^2 
\]

(5)

where \(N(\theta)\) denotes the body model with one less dress and \(\theta\) is the concatenation of the chosen joint angles in the skeleton and \(M_p\) is the dressed body. Simply optimizing Eq. 5 may not suffice our requirements as there is a chance that the character’s body may penetrate the scanned model.

As we are assuming that the scanned body is wearing more clothes than the character model, we add an additional constraint for keeping the body model inside the dressed scan. Thus we solve the same problem with an additional constraint as below:

\[
\arg \min_\theta \sum \|N(\theta) - M_p\|^2 
\]

(6)

\[\text{s.t. } (N_{\text{correspondence}}(M_p) - N_i) \bullet n_i > 0\]

where \(N_i\) represents the vertex coordinate of selected part of naked body, \(N_{\text{correspondence}}(M_p)\) denotes the correspondence of \(N_i\) in \(M_p\), and \(n_i\) is the normal of \(N_i\).

6.2 Cloth Extraction

To extract a precise scanned garment from a dressed body, we propose a semi-automatic method, starting by automatically extracting the rough garment and then manually selecting the smooth hem. It can work well for extracting both tight and loose garments.

For the initial rough segmentation, we prepare a number of rough segmentations of the body model for each dress types as shown in Fig.6. The user first selects the segmentation template according to the dress that is to be segmented. Once the body model is fit to the scanned surface, the vertices of the scanned surfaces are labeled according to the nearest vertex of the body model.

As shown in Fig.6 (b), the segmentation can be transferred from body model to the skirt body. A rough skirt can be automatically extracted via our body segmentation method.
This segmentation is then manually fixed by using a painting interface. To make the mesh edit easier for the user, we remesh the dressed body to a quad mesh structure using the method proposed by [Jakob et al. 2015] (see Fig.7). This enables the extraction of a smooth boundary for the skirt from the scanned model. It costs about 90 seconds to manually cut along the boundary of the clothes.

6.3 Layering Garments

The clothes extracted by the segmentation process are overlayed and a multi-cloth model is constructed. Due to the non-rigid deformation of the clothes and the body, penetration between the body and the clothes or between the clothes can occur despite solving Eq. 5. Hence, we resolve this penetration issue by pushing the vertex along its normal direction:

\[
\mathbf{v}' = \mathbf{v} + (k + d) \times \text{norm}(\mathbf{v})
\]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is the position of the point in the cloth which is inside the naked body, \( \text{norm}(\mathbf{v}) \) is the normal of \( \mathbf{v} \), \( d \) denotes the distance between \( \mathbf{v} \) and its closest point in the naked body, \( k \) is a coefficient, and \( \mathbf{v}' \) is the updated position of \( \mathbf{v} \). Although more advanced methods for resolving complex penetration issues, such as those by [Zhang et al. 2015] exists, we find our simple approach good enough for our purpose due to the minority of the non-rigid deformation occurring here. Fig.2 (f) shows the final multiple cloth model dressed in a character.

7. Animating Dressed Characters

7.1 Blending Physically-based and Skinned Animation

When animating the movements of the clothes, we blend the motions computed by physically based animation and linear blend skinning for the following reasons. Although physically based animation can produce realistic particle movements, it suffers from the effect of dropping down, making it less puffy and volumetric as they were during the original scan. More accurate elasticity and stiffness values might help, but it is difficult to predict such parameters. Also, there is an effect of air between the clothes and the body, whose computation require fluid simulation. Taking into account such effects will significantly increase the computational cost as well as memory consumption. On the contrary, linear blend skinning can preserve the shape of the clothes but makes it appear too rigid and unnatural especially for dresses like skirts.

Our solution is to blend the physically-based simulation and linear blending skinning to obtain high-quality animation of dressed characters. The process is as follows:

- Transfer the skin weights from the naked body to each layer of cloth model,
- control the skeleton by importing motion capture data,
- set the appropriate cloth simulation parameters for each layer of clothes, and
- blend the animation by physically-based simulation and linear blend skinning using the following equation:

\[
\text{Mesh}_{\text{blend}} = w_p \times \text{Mesh}_{\text{physical}} + w_{lbs} \times \text{Mesh}_{\text{LBS}},
\]

where \( w_p \) and \( w_{lbs} \) are the blending weights of the physical simulation and linear blend skinning, such that \( w_p + w_{lbs} = 1 \).

We propose a method to automatically calculate the blending weights for Eq.8. We firstly find the closest points on the naked body for all the points of the garment and calculate the distances between such pairs. The maximum, minimum and the mean of such distances are denoted by \( \text{dist}_{\text{max}}, \text{dist}_{\text{min}}, \) and \( \text{dist}_{\text{mean}} \), respectively. Then the physical weight \( w_p \) in Eq.8 is calculated by the following equation:

\[
w_p = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(\text{dist}_{\text{mean}} - \text{dist}_{\text{min}})}{(\text{dist}_{\text{max}} - \text{dist}_{\text{min}})} & \text{if } \frac{(\text{dist}_{\text{mean}} - \text{dist}_{\text{max}})}{(\text{dist}_{\text{max}} - \text{dist}_{\text{min}})} < 0.5 \\
0.5 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We have a special treatment for the skirt, as the top of the skirt is much closer to the naked body where the bottom part is further away. Thus the skirt is segmented into two parts during the segmentation and the blending weights for them are calculated separately.
8. Experimental Results

We tested our pipeline with shirts, pants, skirts and coats. In our first example, we show results where the character is dressed in summer style, with a pants and shirt (see Fig. 8 (a)), and a one piece with a skirt (see Fig. 8(b)). The clothes deform in a way that preserves the original shape while following the laws of physics; for example, the pants in Fig 8(a) keeps its distance from the thighs while deforming according to the leg swing. For the one piece, the skirt will drip and deform when it contacts the body.

Next, we show an example where the character is dressed in five layers (see Fig. 9, 10). Dressing a character in many layers of garments can be very time consuming with previous approaches. Our pipeline can easily achieve this by simply scanning the body many times (see Fig. 9). The dressed body appears much puffier than simply wearing single layers of clothes.

Finally, we show and compare results when the garments are deformed by linear blend skinning (see Fig. 11(a)), physically-based animation (see Fig. 11(b)) and our approach (see Fig. 11(c)). When the deformation is computed by linear blend skinning, the skirt deforms rigidly, resulting in the skirt splitting in the middle when the character walks. When physically-based animation is applied for the same motion, the coat of the character drops off from the shoulder, resulting in an undesired effect. Finally, when our approach is used, the coat is kept worn and the skirt deforms naturally.

Table 1 illustrates the time required for computing one frame on a laptop (Intel(R) Core(TM)i-54210 M CPU @ 2.60GHz 4GB RAM). The computation of the physical simulation is done using Maya’s nCloth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Blend Skin</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Simulation</td>
<td>0.48s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>0.5s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Computation time per frame by different approaches
9. Discussion and Conclusion

We present a novel scanning-based pipeline for animating characters dressed in multiple layers of cloth. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to animate multiple-layers of garments captured by 3D scanners. Multi-layer garment models can be reconstructed in an iterative manner. Combination of physically-based simulation and linear blending skinning is used for plausible cloth animation. The blending weights can be automatically calculated from the average closest distances between the body vertices and the cloth vertices.

Compared to previous methods, our system has the following advantages:

- Only simple and intuitive user intervention is needed for composing a complex multi-layer garment model.
- The system only requires static body scans.
- The shape of the original cloth can be preserved while animating physical effects of loose garments such as the skirt.

Our method also has some limitations. The segmentation of the clothes requires human manual adjustment, although this process is very simple when using the 3D painting interface. We hope to extend our work to the scanned body with arbitrary poses, and make the clothes extraction fully automatic in the future.

Currently, the physical parameters of the clothes such as the elasticity and the stiffness are set manually by the user. It will be useful to estimate such parameters automatically from the scans. Such a computation will also be fruitful for the apparel/textile industry.

Finally, there is an increasing interest in simulating the process to put on clothes [Ho and Komura 2009, Wang et al. 2013, Clegg et al. 2015]. Simulating the process of dressing different types of clothes on top of another can be an interesting research direction in the future.
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